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Bates Snowmen Hand Maine 27-17
Defeat in Winter Sports Meet
Many Fans Follow Events; Maine Team Will
Compete at Rumford Monday
\\ ith perfect weather and excellent • 
A conditions, the first winter carnival
.• the Maine Outing Club, held last
--aturday, was a complete success. Start-
t: ; with the dance Friday evening and
r'ding with the ski jump on Saturday
ternoon, the events were run off
mioothly and without a single hitch.
The first snow events were held Satur-
day morning, and started with the 150-
ard dash. This was easily
'a 'n by Clayton Hardison of Maine, but
!tates captured the other three places.
Next came the 7-mile ski race. Wilfred
Davis, Maine's best bet in this event,
was unfortunate enough to draw position
No. 1 in this race. The men started at
one minute intervals, and each man's
time was taken. Carpenter of Bates, a
freshman who ran in his first college
-ace, won first place. while Chick of
Bates came in second and Davis third.
These three men finished within 48 sec-
onds of each other, something which is
very unusual in a long race of this kind.
Between the start and finish of the ski
race. the 2 mile snow shoe race was run
off. Whitten of Bates, who is the nation-
al champion in this event, won quite
easily, while Cutting of Maine finished
in second place.
The ski jump, held Saturday afternoon
at 2:30, was the most spectacular event
of the carnival. Wallace Lovell, Bates'
star jumper, won first place with two
fine jumps of 52 and 55 feet, and Edward
Hansen of Maine finished close behind
him for second place. Wilfred Davis
and Leif Sorensen, who were expected
to finish high up in the final rating, failed
to prove their worth in this event. Davis
Was somewhat unsteady on his first jump
and lost some points that would other-
wise have landed him in first place, and
Sorensen fell on his second jump. These
two men finished in third and fifth place
respectively. Simpson of Maine won
fourth place, but, as he was ineligible for
competition, Sorensen was credited with
the fourth count.
After the final jumps, exhibition jumps
were in order. Sorensen and Davis of
Maine, and Whitten and Lovell of Bates
thrilled the large crowd present with
-pectacular double jumps and Harry Da-
vis of Maine did a jump while blind-
1. ailed.
The final score of the meet was: Bates
27. Maine 17. In averaging the total
points for the ski race and the jump.
11'ilfred Davis of Maine was announced
the best all-around skier of the meet. with
Wallace Lovell of Bates second.
While the meet was won by Bates, the
Nlaine Outing Club does not feel disap- Dr. Edith M. Patch, entomologist at the
pointed in its team; on the contrary. it Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
ieels that its men are capable of taking Its recently been appointed president of
the Bates team over in the State Meet in
February 22. Davis might have placed the Ento
mological Society of America_
better in the ski race had he been luckier I This is a distinct honor for Dr. Patch.
m drawing for starting positions; Plum- who was one of the founders of the so-
inter might have placed in the snowshoe e.ety. in that she is the first woman ever I
dash had not a piece of out-jutting crust to hold this position.
caught in his snowshoe and tripped him
be was on the verge of crossing the Miss Patch 
was the organizer of the
tmish-line: and both Davis and Sorensen department of entomology at Maine 
in
have jumped further than they did Satur- 1903. and since then she has been at its
day. ( ii the other hand. Hardison did head. She is now doing research work
•"Ille excellent work by winning the the project of aphididae, ec4,14.w. and
'flossshoe dash and placing fourth in the life history studied with special reference
r. country, and Cutting pulled the to food plants of migratory species. The
work is largely concerned with aphids 
Resenting the brand "bootleg
I Dr. Little HasNew Position
1..)E. C. C. LITTLE
Dr. Clarence 1.. Little. director of the
Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory
for cancer research and also director of
the llorr station of the Mount Desert
Island Biological laboratory will act as
director of the Mount Desert Island
Biological Laboratory at Salisbury
Cove the coming six months, during the
absence on the Nile of Dr. Herbert Vin-
cent Neal, formerly of Lewiston, now of
Tufts College, and who for many years
has been connected with the Mount Desert
Island laboratory, first as a member of
the staff and for three years as its di-
rector. The Mount Desert Island Bio-
logical Laboratory was transferred from
Harpswell to this island to be nearer
Government facilities as offered them by
Acadia National Park and the personal
interest and support of Supt. George B.
Dorr. Dr. Neal has gone to the Nile in
quest of the electric eel and for other
scientific work.
Dr. Edith Patch Named
Head of Entomology
Society of America
Dean Marriner of Plans Completed College of Technology Inaugurates
Colby College Is For Music Night
Cha 1 S aker 
Strict System of Rules to Prevent
Fe ru y 14
Tells Maine Students That
Business Wants College
People
Dean Marriner of Colby College spoke
in Chapel Monday morning on "College
Men in Business". The popular belief
that "business does not want college men"
is becoming discredited in spite of Car-
lysle, a prominent New York banker's
statement in the New York Times that
All University Musical
Clubs to Join in
Program
Plans are now completed for the first
annual Music Night to be held at Alumni
Hall Friday evening. February 14. This
event, which promises to be of outstand-
ing interest, is to be held under the
auspices of Delta Pi Kappa, music fra-
ternity. A dance will follow the concert.
Students Taking Excessive Cuts
Extensive Cutting of Classes Forces Dean
Paul Cloke to Act; Report Shows Tech.
Students Took Many Cuts During
Past Fall Semester
"a college education is a four-year's Selections by the University Chorus
handicap for a man going into business"- with orchestral accompaniments. Univer-
Carlysle goes on to say that in college a sitv Band, male vocal quartet, vocal and 
Dartmouth To Hold.
man acquires lazy habits of thinking,
that he is not required to work hard,
make decisions, or think rapidly and
energetically. Quoting Emerson the dean
said. "I like people who can do things".
So do colleges and business, is Dean Mar-
riner's belief.
The speaker cited numerowS surveys
that have recently been made by large
industrial organizations to prove that col-
lege graduates are filling an increasingly
important place in the business world of
today and that a college training makes
for success. Not only engineering posi-
tions but business offices such as finance
and advertising are being apied by
college men, he said. This has been
shown, he brought out, by a survey made
by the National Electric Light Corpora-
tion. Turning to the transportation field,
all of the operating officers on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad have for the last ten
years been college graduates, the dean
told his audience. Mr. Marriner said
(Continue° on Page Six)
instrumental soloists will be presented.
This concert is scheduled to begin at
7.30 and to end at 8.30. Harold Lloyd's
Ilarmaniacs, beginning at 8.30, will fur-
nish the mnsic for the dance.
The musical program is as follows:
Instrumental solos. "Pat" Lane '32
xylophone, Linwood Bowen '32, trumpet,
Harold Inman '30, violin. Male vocal
quartet. George Berry, "Deke" Lewis.
Galen Veayo. and "Doc" Crosby. Vocal
duet, Sara Pike and "Deke" Lewis.
The arrangements for Music Night are
being made by the following officers of
Delta Pi Kappa: Galen I. Veayo '31.
President. Charles K. Hooper '30, Vice-
President, Emory P. Bailey '30, Treas-
urer, Russell I. Coyne '30, Secretary,
Prof. Harry Smith, chairman of ticket
conunittee, W. E. Harmand, chairman of
advertising committee, Prof. A. W.
Sprague, chairman of program committee.
Maine Book Week Opens
Freshman Thinks He Today at M.C.A. BuildingNew Books on DisplayFlunks; Passes and
Inherits $3,000
Thinking that he was failing in several
of his courses Donald H. Wilson of the
freshman class packed up his trunk and
went to his home in Greenville, Maine.
He left word for University authorities
to send him his rank sheet. This all hap-
pened on Wednesday of the final examin-
ation period.
Friday morning Donald received his
ranks and found that he hail passed in all
of his courses, and on the same day he ;
learned that an uncle had died and left
him somewhere in the neighborhood of
$3000.
He has returned to the University of
Maine and is well underway on his
studies for the spring setnester.
Maine Book Week begins today with
a display of books and pamphlets in the
M.C.A. building. Book Week is spon-
sored by the Maine Christian Association
in order to give students an opportunity.
to become acquainted with some of the
literature that is of special significance
to college men and women. The exhibit
includes books on religion, education, psy-
ch..1..gy, sex, relations of men and
women, boys' work, vocations, and race
relationships.
The hooks will he on display in the M.
C. A. building, Balentine. the library, and
the boys' dormitory throughout the week
of February 5-12. Students and faculty
are invited to inspect the display. Those
desiring to purchase copies of books may
secure them from the individual in charge
of the exhibit or at the M. C. A. office.
First Compulsory Chapel Exercise
Held at Colby; President Johnson
Urges "Fair Trial" for Plan
Majority of Students Oppose Rule Which Requires
Attendance Three Times Weekly or
Suffer Credit Loss
•arprise of the day when he came in close
!shim] W'hitten for second place in the
2 mile snowshoe race.
which attack economic plants in some ,
stage .4 their life history. This project
Monday and Tuesday next week. three is financed by the Adams Fund.
,..it of the Outing Club's team will travel Besides her research wri
tings. she is
Rumford to compete in the New Eng- an author of nature stories for 
children.
..1.1 Carnival. The following men will One of her books "Holliday P
ond," pub-
-epresent the club: Clayton Hardison. fished in April, 1929 has gained 
consider-
ti ilf red Davis, and Leif Sorensen, who able notice. Another. "H
olliday Mead-
AA, practically brought up on the. Rum- ow". is now in press.
...rd jump.
Summary of Carnival events:
150
-yard snowshoe dash :—won by
Hardison. Maine; second, tie between
Whitten and Jones, Bates; fourth, Hobbs,
Bates, Time. 21 1-5 seconds.
2
-mile cross country snowshew race :—
won by Whitten. Bates; second. Cutting.
Maine third. Hobbs, Bates; fourth.
Ilardison, Maine. Time: 12 minutes,
40 4-5 seconds.
7
-mile cross country ski race :—won by
' arpenter. Bates; second. Chick. Bates;
third, Davis. Maine; fourth. Lovell.
Rates.
Ski jump :—won by. Lovell. Bates
second. Hansen, Maine; third, Davis,
Maine; fourth, Sorensen, Maine.
GIRL HEADS ENGINEERS
Miss Winifred !Jacket, twerity-three-
)ear-4.141 •tudent of Birmingham Univer-
sity. Birmingham. England, has just beat'
en all the men in the electrical engineer-
ing department 4,f the university and won
a scholarship entitling her to a year's
research course. A public tribute to the
excellent' of her work has been paid by
Professor Cramp. chief of the depart-
Mein. whet says she is head-and-shoulders
above any of the men in originality, per-
sistence and patience. Miss Hacket spent
much 1,i her last vacation in a large
electric factory. She has received many
offers of positions. hut declined them all
to continue her studies.
by t e   ount   s es o tnaj or s tu s,
a fair trial. The address marked the opening of a new semester.
The new rule on chapel attendance prescribes that students must
attend the exercises at least three times a week. The exercises, the
president said, will be known as the "Men's Assembly." Students, he
said, will pay the penalty of cuts by reduction of course credits.
chapel" on Colby College. President
hanklin W. Johnson. ‘1ednesday morning at the first compulsory.
chapel exercises, urged students to give the plan, which was suggested One of the gala occasions of the year
h StudentC "against theh f the it • f t I t"
President Johnson praised the college
paper's editorial column for expressing
objection to the new rule stating "it
would be a mist unhappy state if no one
dared. or if the opportunity were lacking,
to voice his opposition to measures taken
in matters relating to our common life."
His address, in part, follows:
,"We are starting out this morning on
an experiment in the corporate life of the
c..11ege. The change from what had be-
come voluntary attendance at Chapel to
required attendance three times each week
at what we shall call the 'Men's Assem-
his seem to some to be not progress
but retrogression. If we are wise, we
shall not form a hasty judgment, bat
shall make our final estimate after • rea-
sonabk trial of the new plan.
"The unsatisfactory situation which
our chapel service has presented CalItc
about not as a result of deliberate choice
or decision tither .4 students or faculty.
The Board of Trustees long ago po
scribed the holding of daily Chapel at
which the attendance of all of us, stii
dents and faculty alike was assumed.
"Neither trustee nor faculty action ha•
ever auttuirited voluntary attendancu
We have simply drifted into a situation
in which attendance has been determined
hy the choice of the individual. The other
day some one made the shocking but sug
Restive statement that we hail "bootleg
chapel."
(Continued us Page Six)
Winter Carnival,
This Week End
Dartmouth College's twentieth annual
mid-winter carnival will be held Thurs-
day. Friday and Saturday of this week
under the auspices of the Dartmouth Out-
ing Club, the largest outdoor college or-
ganization in this country. This gala
snow and ice festival attracts guests fr lllll
all over the East and is considered one of
the social events of New England's win-
ter calendar.
The winter sports tournament which
forms the most important part of the
three day program will have competing
teams from ten American and Canadian
colleges and universities, New I lamp-
shire, Cornell, Syracuse, Williams, Ver-
mont, Worcester Polytechnic. Bowdoin.
Massachusetts Agricultural, McGill and
Bishop's University. The winter sports
program will include ski-jumping. cross-
country ski races, snowshoe races, pro-
ficiency ski races, speed skating races and
fancy skating competition.
On Thursday night the Outing Club is
presenting an outdoor musical comedy de-
(Coisfinued on Page Six)
Freshman Five
Dean l'aul Cloke of the College of
Technology started a battle against ha-
bitual cutters Wednesday when it was
announced in all technology classes that
any man might be dropped from a course
as a result of cutting, and that cuts taken
24 hours before or after the vacation
periods might result in a man being sus-
pended from the university.
There has been a great deal of cutting
in the university during the past fall
semester, and deans say that there still
scents to be a misunderstanding of the
cut system. The College of Technology
had a great many cuts during the fall
semester this year.
RULES
Unauthorized absence will be consid-
ered cause for action as follows:
I. Dropped from the course.
2. Dropped from the University.
Unauthorized absence 24 hours before
or after holidays, vacation, or recess, will
be considered cause for immediate action
irrespective of previous absences.
Please read the rules regarding ab-
sence printed in the booklet for guidance
of students, as well as the rules posted on
the bulletin boards.
Paul Cloke, Dean
Coeds Take FinalDefeats Kents Hill
Exams in Basketball
The Kenyonites forged one more link
into their chain of victories when they
battled the Kents hill five to a stand-
still, and nosed them away front the vic-
tory line 30-27 Saturday night at Orono.
The winning of this fast mixup still
leaves the Frosh with a clean slate. Kents
hill was the winner of last year's prep
tournament and looked like a formidable
opponent. Several times during the scrap.
the visitors opened up with a scoring
threat that almost gave them a win. The
"dead eye" of Pearlmutter did much to
balk their prospects of victory. Hall and
the MacMichaels were the high men of
the mixup.
The victorious Frosh will tackle Cony
High Sch..' Saturday night as their
next opponents.
(Continued gut Page Six)
•
In taking their finals, co-eds on the bas-
ketball squad were not allowed to over-
look this major sport. For the many who
came out for practice on the varsity squad
Thursday night, it was the first examina-
tion. Paper was distributed and pencils
borrowed informally. Even more inform-
ally, the test was taken. In a reclining
position using the gymnasium floor as a
universal desk, the co-eds wrote rules
and other data on the hoop sport.
The freshmen took their athletic medi-
cine in a similar fashion, if at a differ-
ent time. They have come out for the
sport even better than the varsity during
examinations. At the Tuesday night var-
sity workout two freshman women were
obliged to play in order to make a suffi-
cient number for scrimmaging.
Senior Skull Poverty Ball
February 22 to Be Gala Event
Old Clothes Will Be in Order; Open House Parties
Discontinued by Fraternities
will be the Senior Skull poverty ball to
be held Saturday, February 22, at eight
I o'clock. This promises to be one of the
finest and most enjoyable festive occur-
rences of the season Most any old thing
will do in the way of apparel for a pov-
erty depiction of this nature. The price
of admission is 011(` dollar per couple. Stu-
dents are advised to come prepared for
an eve g <if riotous laughter and g,Nni
fun. The poorest in the way of clothes
will be in order for this affair.
Harold Lloyd's Ilarmaniacs will furiii-hi
the dance music. The evening will clost
a holiday that promises to be full
thrills and excitement. During the after
noon the frosh track team will compete
against Hebron in a dual meet. In the
evening, before the ball, the Kenyonite
hoopsters meet their fastest competition
so far this year when they buck up against
the eourtmen from the University of
New Hampshire. After an afternoon of
l athletics the Senior Skull dame should
IIENNAIRID REIMEN5415:
lie a fine relaxer.
The poverty ball follows the mid-win-
ter intramural hall which will he held the
night before. The fraternity houses have
decided not to hold parties. All out of
: town co-eds or visitors to the ball will
have the opportunity of attending two
dances over the week-end.
The Senior Skulls wish to announce
that freshman restrictions will cease Fri-
day night. All freshmen desiring to do
so may escort women to the poverty ball.
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departnient has hekl sublime the hoe
that %%AN due them but nolo they nin
bow low to a bilk ridwult. The arms,
once a stn,ligh0141 and a fortress is hut
now a manger where liuk ones are fed
on the etiquette of future sears. The fu-
it.iirsdays during the ,..ege year by the students of the University of Maine. tun: wars have not set come and neither
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. ha• the etiquette. To you whom it may
concern, watch your finals and guard your
stronghold on a military basis. Again
not to ins surprise voull see Ole Joe
.army touting out amidst the shatter ot
rifle bullets or the sputter ..f commandry
words anti the final safe and s..upd.
Sincerely.
..X. E. It '341
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FINAL EXAMINATIONS
The episode of the stealing of the final military. examinavons St as
but one in a long-continued series of like events. Year after year, the
practice has continued. Members of the faculty have been asked not io
leave copies of final examinations where the light-fingered gentry
among the student body can lay hands on them. But to no avail. Tinw
and again a small select circle of a large part of the student body has
procured exam sheets and gone hi meet the examiner with go-ins (of exul-
tation smothered as well as possible.
It seems a pity that students supposedly recruited from the better
class. should so far lower themselves as to be a party to a sneak-thief's
guilt.
The "honor system" would prove a total failure at Maine it one is
to judge by this latest disgrace. To an impartial libserver. theft of
this kind is indicative of a not-too-high mooral standard.
It is true that instructors are lax in their duty if they leave exami-
nations lying around. But this 1141e, not excuse the thieves who take
them. If theft of this kind is evidence of a 'progressive civilization, we
would seem to have fallen far short of the civilization of King Alfred's
day. when a purse of money could lie on the highway without anyone
taking it.
OLIVER HALL AND MAINE
Mr. I /liver Hall, editor ool the Bangor Commercial has been a fre-
quent visitor on the Maine campus during recent years. His talks be-
fore journalistic gringos poil the campus have pripved to be a great help.
This year Mr. I !all was 4me of the speakers at the kappa Gamma
Phi banquet held during the interscholastic journalistic conference. Ile
has also taken a great interest in classes in journalism at the university,
and threw open his editorial rooms to University of Maine student
journalists several tulle'- during the past fall semester.
The journalistic (organizations join ill thanking NI r. II all for all
that he has done to make this work more interesting and practical for
.Nlaine students.
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF
Do Maine
 co-eds kilos% what Dutch treat means? Glancing care-
lessly through the coolunins of Judge we find a debate which might prove
interesting to these young ladies.
"Resolved that all college dates be I hitch treats." Ity an enormous
majority the students of a women's coollege recently voted for the affirm_
ative on this qUestiloil. Itut it wa• only. the decision after a debate. not
a new canon of conduct.
A minor scandal of our college generation is the alillomit of money
the Men spend on the giris as contrasted too the amount the girls spend
in return. There is a certain pretense of reciprocity, but oh, so mild.
Prom at men's colleges is organized with Roman torodigality. while the
week-end return visit to the women's college is organized with Spartan
parsimony. And during the holidav • at home it is always the boys who
pay and pay and pay. Coo-educational institutions. we are told, tend
toward the same doctrine of masculine fiscal responsibility.
It's all wrong and everybody kt l  it. Boys' spending Money
comes from the same source as in all Dail. We have never
seen any statistics its ing that the fathers of male descemlant• aver-
age to be metre. prosperous than the fathers of females. I /r mitre gen-
ertous. Indeed. we art- loanleol liV !NO Imestitills where do the Nov. get
the extra funds tlie spenlimit dates. and what tho the girls doo with what
they save by not paying their share.:
The whole human race believes in getting NI.mething fist- mithing.
=king the other fellow pay if it is gracefully possible. Girls can get
away with it, supported as they are by the stale traditions of courtship.
the ve•tiges of an outwoni chivalry. the psetulo-aristocratic delusion
that uto young gallant should ever admit that he is shoort of cash or
credit. Only concerted action' will ever bring ;Oman the reform of
emancipation and self-respect bit. girls and financial relief for boss.
Why don't the student bodies of some of the great women's colleges
get together and by formal vote make it fashionable for every girl It
insist upon) going Dutch treat
Fitttiirot the (iirtifice
Ikar Sir
Exams hay, failed to be a it-/ oi his
111101 ale has gained fr iii a Ct Put si.•
%tilting tin many final exams that were
•tolen during the past semester was an
oitinting final. Many on the- campus
knew not what to study for. and a% a
result re it iv ell high ranks ..11 t heir e xa Ins
for 4.11C. had access to the st..len exam
!It accounting. but as I had another exam
the same day. I didn't bother with it
It I hail studied it I could hair hit the
final for an A
Mr Chadbourne. the instructor in ac-
counting. I• ...a. lIt. tatri•I teach, I'. Iii
this 1111i1tr•It Iii- is intcrt•tmg Ana call
put hi. stuff acr“•- I atii not
At )))) ell College. Iowa. a fifteenblaming him at all. Neither .1111 I pet, vil
foot fence has been erected around the
"% VI' gctI,11g .01 F lecause grades mean i 
ti. .thing Ms bk lower landings of the tire escape's in the.
co-ed dormitories to pies ent the co-eds
J '311 1 from slipping down the escapes to keep
• after -hour dates.
Editor of the Campus:
Dear Sir:
The deplorable CI Oil Of the de
partment of history at the. University oi
Maine is looked upon with regret to a
large number of history majors.
When Professor Mitchell and Poo.
'air 1%'hitmore left the University to
Maine last spring they left the destinies
of history majors in the hands of threv
school boys. Dean Colvin, for whom I
have the highest regard, was ill for some
time last spring and this fall. and the brunt
of the responsibility fell inn, what I and
many iif my brother and sister history
, maj.irs, ciinsider tui he entirely incianpe-
tent hands.
Now that our friend the southerner has
packed up his bags and left the canmus
and Professor %Vhitmore has returned
there may be some improvement. hut it
would hate been a real help if the rest
of the ilnq'N had folltiwed in the fool.rep-
of their partner.
For Kir political theorist we ha.,
man who is teaching a foreign govern-
ment clitirse solely irtim the English gov-
ernment and their odonies. I believe hint
to he sadly lacking as a teacher of for-
eign giivernments and I know that .ither
students in his classes would agree with
me in this if they dared to express their
real opinions.
Another thing that I would like to
point out is that there is no personal ele-
ment in this letter, but when an instructor
cannot get enough across to his classes to
pass at least half of them it is time for
him to quit teaching and look for some-
thing that ht. can do.
I write this letter, not too make to.oble
or to cause any hard feeling, but simply
to state what is my opinion and that ot
mamuy. history majors with whom I have
classes. Most of them Scent rather afraid
to express their opinions. I am taking
courses in history from most of theo.
instructiors at the present time, and is hue-
this letter may not do nit' afiv gtsid. I do
hope that it will, at least, result in stain
seritnis effiirt 4.11 the part if soomeootio:
try and make an improvement in wliat
should be one of the important Ilepart-
ments oi the University of Maine.
Sincerely,
hi. E. K. '311
IN OTHER COLLEGES
Rules for the guidance of kissers at
Kansas U. were issued recently by the
Kansas Board of Health.
Never kiss in crowded places or a poor-
ly ventilated room, the instructions say,
but if you must kiss, take a hot mustard
foot bath and avoid drafts in case you
feel "all in" afterward. Other rules
are:
ward against sudden changes in tem-
perature when kissing. Kissing in a
coon-skin coat one minute and a lighter
apparel the next is extremely dangerous
limit kiss any person who has chills
and fever.
At a party, where "postoffice" and simi-
lar games are played, be sure to gargle
f requently.
Where to go when one's college dormi-
tory. is padlocked? This is the poignant
problem which confronts eighty students
at the University of Michigan, thanks to ,
an untimely raid by the local authorities,
ill the course of which a quantity of spir-
ituous liquors were found hidden in the
attic of the dormitory. That would hap-
pen if the sante occurred here?
1 Social Happenings 1
ATTENTION
Pauline J. Stearns 'a ii. a, u -
crtitly elected military Sponsor of he
Maine R.O.T.C. unit. Miss Stearns is
popular in catnpus social activities. She
is a member Alpha Omicron Pi so-
rority.
INTRAMURAL BALL TO BE
HELD FEBRUARY 21
The Intramural Mid-Winter Ball will
usher in a \\ rek-t.lid of festivities which
give promise of being the outstanding
functions of the year. Sports, dancing,
and with them the holiday spirit of Wash-
ington's birthday will prevail throughout
the campus and gladden the hearts of
sntiwbound Nlainiac,.
limit Cohen' Maine' Troubadours, com-
posed of eleven well known Jazz masters.
will furnish the music. .Ntal above all the
Troubadours will bring with them, as an
added specialty, 1.olliSe Nichids, the little.
girl who has crooned and "blued" her
w•ty into the hearts of thousands of radio
listeners of Wilt% at Bangor. Refresh- ,
molts will be served.
PHI KAPPA HOLDS
BOWERY PARTY
lr;utt-rliliy 11,141 ail intormal
party Friday: evening. Thirty-five couples
were present and danced to music fur-
nished by the Trouhathiurs. Captain and
Mrs. %Vare were chaperones. The lib-
rars of the house was converted into a
real old fashioned har-room, and root-
beer was on tap along with free lunches.
The hat was presided over by Edward
tireely. Vivid peisters of boxers and
movie stars helped to carry out the ef-
fect tif a saloon. During intertnissioo
pictures were taken of the group.
"VODVIL NITE" TO BE HELD
IN MARCH
Vodvil Nite is to be about the middle
of March this year. As yet no definite
date has been set ; final announcement
will be made next week. The program
already promises to be snappier than
last jear. Several fraternities and sor-
orities have signified their intention of
entering. Notices, with definite informa-
tion as to length and character of acts,
ail! be sent to the sarious organizations
in a iew days. Watch log more news in
the Luzmfua.v next seek.
CHI OMEGA HOLDS TEA
Chi Omega entertained at a bridge tea
at the country club in honor u if their pat-
ninesses on Saturday afternoon from
three until five-thirty o'clock.
The patronesses present were Mrs.
f ;row Simmons, Mrs. Frederick Youngs.
Mrs. Paul Choke, and Mrs. Everett
Davee. Many alumni returned also for
Ow occasion. Dorothy Baker and Char-
lene Ellis poured, and Rebecca Spencer
and Mary. Bean served.
A.T.O. HOLDS RADIO PARTY
Alpha Tau Omega entertained at a
radio party Friday night. Ten couples
were present. A buffet supper was served
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester S. Ramsey
were chaperones.
The Outing Club dance on Friday night.
.lati. 31 more than lived up to the requi-
sites for a gomKI time. The idea of every-
body wearing sport togs lent a different
atmosphere to the evening. The decora-
tion of fir trees was effective and lent a
background for the rustic furniture in
the chaperones' corner.
Many couples enjoyed themselves im-
mensely and will be looking forward for
?mote such fun hi the Outing Club next
year. The money froom the dance is being
used to sponsor the Winter Sports team
and to go toward the cabin fund.
Helen Stearns was chairman of the
dance, and Isabella !aims and Ilarrs
Davis comprised the committee.
M.C.A. ENTERTAINS
DR. HUFF AT TEA
Se‘cral faculty members and guests at-
tended a tea given by the M.C.A. in the
\l .(.'.A. buikliog on the afternoon of Jan-
uary 29 in honor of the Rev. Dr. L.
h-luff 'ii Moitreal, Canada. Subsequent
to this affair, Dr. huff gave a talk On
the Relation of Science to Phibisiiphy.
The patronesses of Tri Delta enter-
tained the. women of the sorority recently
at the home of Mrs. Sweetser in Orono.
Alter a thoroughly enjoy-able informal
supper. musical entertainment was fur-
nished by Mrs. Brautlecht. Fraternity
meeting was then conducted around the
cheerful fireplace.
Special guests of the evening were Dr.
Patch, Dr. Ava Chadbourne, and Mrs.
Kirschen. the latter a Tri Delta froni
%%Inman College at Walla Walla,
nigh. in.
FRESHMAN DISCUSSION TO
MEET AT WESLEY HOUSE
'Hie discussion g r..up ..1 freshman
women will hold a meeting February 12.
at 6:30, in the Wesley House at Orono.
A discussiim "Manners" will he held.
All freshman girls are cordially invited
tti at and to luring questions which
theN base :111,1.% cr
Faculty News
A. L. DEERING TO SPEAK AT
HECK CLUB MEETING
.Arthur I.. Deering, 4-1,1,int director of
agricultural extension work at Maine will
speak to the Heck Club. Wednesday
February 12 at 7:30 P.M. in 28 Winshm
hall.
Mr. Deering has been active in thy
work of the Federal Farm Board in
Maine. He has taken for his subject
"Developments of the Federal Farni
Board."
Everyone is cordially invited. Refresh
ments will be served.
Dean and Mrs. L. S. Corbett will et:
tertian the members of the Student Sen
ate at a supper in their home on the cam
pus• Tuesday evening.
President Harold S. Boardman has been
invited to attend, and he will speak at a
meeting to be held after the supper.
It is expected that the president wil
give some information on the possible al
terations in the chapel suggested by tin
Senate.
Miss Mildred French, secretary t
Dean Paul Cloke of the College of Tech-
nology. is convalescing from a recent ap
pendicitis operation at the Stinson llos
pital in Bangor.
Dehatino
!tarry Mayers, John Gehring, and
Charles O'Connor have been selected to
initiate the debating season with the ques-
tion—Resolved: That the plan of com
plete disarmament should be adopted to
all nations excepting such forces as an
needed for police purposes. These men.
upholding the affirmative side, will meet
the Massachusetts Agricultural College
team and the debaters of New York
University about February 14. The rea-
son for the limited number of debates
. scheduled for the trip of the Maine de-
haters lies in the varied questions con-
sidered by the different schools this year.
As there is no clearing house for debating
questions. it was impossible to agree upon
the subject for intercollegiate debating.
An announcement has been issued to the
effect that the Harvard Chinese Council
will be present at this university on Feb-
ruary 27 to debate on the question of the
emergence of women from the home.
Professors Evelyn Buchan, Ava Chad-
hounw, and Dr. Levinson gave interest-
ing talks to the Women's Debating Coun-
cil on the question of the success or fail-
ure. American College Education. This
question is being considered as a possible
one to he adopted for the coming season
\ ..t. plans for debates have not been
tinitely arranged.
RUSHING STARTS SUNDAY
I. Mess turther notice IN given boron()
rushing will start Sunday.
The first week will consist of open
rushing and the last week will be given
over to parties. iltIV each being given by
the different sororities. The bids will
come. out the MIniday following the last
fiart v
POLITICS AT DEPALN
THE DEPAUW, student publication
of Depauw U.. Indiana, criticizes the de-
phorable state of sttalent politics at that
University. The editorial reads: "With
the landsliding into office of twenty stu-
dent officials without a sign of opposition
shows perhaps the most deplorable polit-
ical omditi‘,11 that has been in existence
at Iteraim ior sears.'
Freshmen now don't hase to worry
about being thrown in Mirror Lake. ac-
cording to the 01110 STATE LAN
TERN. It's frozen.
EdIt.,t 4/1 111C
Deaf Sir:
It Is nothing to lit sneered at tel it is
tlTtaitli chest'i manipulatiem when Ole
Joe .%rno managed to sneak from the
militarj department with a rare prize. the
final examination For years the military
News from the U. of Michigan indi
cafes that quite a number of students are
working their way thru college by boot-
legging.
Well. soaks--folki. the Spring Siesta
has started.
Stores
at
Old Town
Orono GOLDSMITH'S
Quality
and
Service
at
Right Prices
Have Your Tuxedo
Reserred For
CARNIVAL BALL
Feb. 21st
Do It Now! Call 182
TUXEDOES SOLD AND RENTED
We Invite You To Try On Our Special Tux
Including Vest At $30.00
Also a complete Line of Full Dress Accessories
Goldsmith's Toggery Shop
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CORRESPONDENCE
Editor of the Campus.
Dear Sir,
The wearers of the green necktie cer-
tainly are lacking something of the fight
and interest that is a necessary require-
ment of every successful class. The most
emphatic proof is the lack 01 Frosh
material out for track. With the Bridg-
ton meet only ten days away, there are
only three or four men out for the run-
ning events, and a fair number out 1. 
the field events.
Conditions were never as bad as tin-
before, and it sure is time for you fresh-
men to wake up. or else consider the idea
of wearing the green bow until June or
at least until you learn to be real Maine
Freshmen.
Let's see all of you freshmen who have
any ambition at all, go over to the In-
door Field and report to Coach Jenkins
as soon as possible. You owe it to your
University, to your Class, and to your-
self.
E. Gunning '32
Editor of the Campus.
Two weeks ago a group of girls repre-
sented Maine at Bates Play Day. %'hen
they returned they were bombarded with
such questions as "Did you win" or,
"How did you come out"—expecting the
answer, "Oh, we won", or "we lost". I
should like to explain to the people on
campus that play days have no "win" or
"lose". They are something new which
have been gaining prestige every year.
The main purpose of these play days
is to promote the Spirit of Play, and not
that of competition. This is done by
dividing the girls at a play day into
groups, each group being made up of
girls from all the colleges represented.
In this way no group has more than one
girl from each college. The playing is
conducted through these groups and every
one tries everything whether they have
ever done it before or not.
Play days offer an opportunity to a
greater number oi girls to participate in
organized play. It makes friendships be-
tween colleges and girls in college where
enmities might have resulted from compe-
tition. They develop play for play's
sake—,
Not merely to win, but to play;
Not to destroy—but to build;
Not smugness, but beauty in growth;
These our aims—for play days.
Sincerely,
M. F. B. '32
Editor of Maine Cointus.
Dear Sir:
On Feb. 1 some three or four hundred
spectators were present when Maine met
Bates in the revival of Winter Sports on
this Campus. This was evidence that
there is considerable interest among the
student body. Among the members of
the team there is even more enthusiasm.
It is true enough that Maine did not win,
hut if we examine the score closely we
still see that those events in which they Very truly yours.
lost were so closely contested that only Thomas II. Baldwin, Jr. '32
Maine Agricultural Extension Workers
Here are state and county workers of the Agricultural Extension Service, University of Maine, who attended
the annual winter conference the week of January 28-31. at %Vinslow Hall.
First row: R. F. Talbot. R. C. Dolloff, R. C. Wentworth, E. T. Blodgett. R. W. Hobson, C. A. Day, R. H. Love-
joy, A. K. Gardner, D. W. Reed, G. E. Lord. *L 0. Marshall, E. A. Wixson, J. B. Parker.
Second Row: %V. S. Rowe, R. A. Tate. L. H. Shibles, R. M. Hutchinson. C. L. Eastman. 1). 11. Ridley, N. S.
Donahue, V. C. Beverly, K. C. Lovejoy. H. L. Richardson, W. E. Mosher. A. L. Deering.
Third Row: Jesse Lawrence. Agnes Masse. Clara Bronson. Ruth Thompson, Mrs. Effie Jones, Therese Wood,
Helen Spaulding, Evelyn Stowell, Jeanette Cannon, Estelle Nason. Mrs. Effie Ridley. *Lucile Havener, Mrs. Agnes
Gibbs, Leone Dakin. Doris Urquhart.
Seated: G. C. Dunn, Mildred Brown, L.oana Spearin, M. Corinne Merrill, Evelyn Plummer, Dr. Leon S. Merrill,
Hortense Welch, Lucy Farrington. Virginia Smith, G. B. Tibbetts.
Names marked with a star have left the Service during the past year. Those added within the year are:
Margaret Childs, Mr. A. M. Ranger, Mr. Harry Bickford.
seconds or one or two points made the
difference. Then if we stop to think that
the team is entirely self-coached and that
it pays its own way thru the agency of the
Maine Outing Club we begin to realize
that they should certainly be congratu-
lated for their showing.
If I were asked to offer a bit of con-
structive criticism I would say that it
seems only reasonable that they be given
the greatest cooperation possible by both
students and administration. In the 7
mile cross country ski race there were
only two Maine men entered against four
Bates men. Is it possible that there are
no more than two men at Maine capable
of making a good showing in cross coun-
try? Let's have more men out next year.
not only for this event but also for all
others. This year, as I understand it.
Winter Sports have cost the University
absolutely nothing. It would seem fairer
if a few hundred or more dollars of the
vast sums spent on major sports could
be diverted to Winter Sports each y.
There are numbers of men who are 1,4
qualified for the major sports yet who
arc experts at the so-called minor spw•
Should they be deprived of the chane, •
use their ability because all funds "si•
ply must" go to support football, track.
and baseball?
4. 
New Spring Line
OF MOST BEAUTIFUL SLITINt.S ON DISPLAY
AT
B. K. Hillson's
.•••••••.
THIS BIG NOTE-AND-SCALE MAN
puts new polish in
your footwork . . .
BEN SFITI•Vg latest record' is packed
with time hit-master's smartest brand of
melodic 0)neopation. ile has 'our feet
eager anti venturesome by the time
you've heard the fourth bar!
Anti the subjects of Fowls in's snappy
craftsmanship are the two song hits of
Broarbsav's new musical comedy sell-
out, "'Sons 0' Coins?' Try anti tie that
for brilliant dance record value!
Ilene this great new stepper —and
this other pair, too ...
Record No. 2077.1). 10-inch, 75e
Wit-? (from "Sons 0' Guns") Fox Trots
(:uts% YOUR FINGERS (from "Sons 0' Guns") Ben Sri% in and His Orchestra
Record No. 2078-1), 104nrh, 73e
Ws.cr To fl H trrir (from Motion Picture Pro' For Trots
duction "No No Nanette') Irma Trotibistboirs,
TEA FOR Two (from Motion Picture Production S. t., Lunn, Director
'"No No Nanette-)
Record No. 2079.1), 10-inch, 73e
INWT.W-novw 11.t ill (from 111otion I'Mture Waltzes
iiiI/Ze 0' (view% ) The Cavaliers °Waits Artists)
Roesscr. (from Motion Picture "Cameo
Kirby")
..Wswts 1.1•16,"
Columbia pzigss- Records
Viva -tonal Recording -The Records without Scratch
S
COLLEGE 4-H CLUB MEETS
FRIDAY, FEB. 7
The College 4-H Club will hold theiri
mid-winter meeting in Rogers Hall Fri-
day evening. February 7. at 8 P.M.. it
was announced today by Kenneth Has-
kell, president of the club.
Harry E. Bickford, county agent in
Penobscot county, will be the chief
speaker. Moving pictures will be shown.
The titles are "Carry On" and "Under
, the 4-H Flag".
Officers for the present year will be
elected during the business session.
SPUD LAPLANTE CHOSEN
MOST BEAUTIFUL MAN
Isn't it funny how murder will out
I.ittle did we think that in our midst
dwelt an embryo Rudolf Valentino, but
Sunday a visiting alumnus, Spud I.a
Plante '29, brought back the horrid ma,
"The most beautiful man in Washingt,
County." That is the title that he is -
even though his runner-up did decla•
I that he got it because he bad been
with two of the judges!
(IRON
WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
of the Airplane Cloth "Flightee
Seven times the lift` 1)f 11rOadC101 h
Dakin's Sporting Goods Co.
RA Mama
U. OF M. FRATERNAL
BOWLING LEAGUE
lambda Chi 
Sigma Nu 
'Ilieta Chi 
Won
17
11
8
Lost
3
5
Sigma Chi 16 12
Phi Mu Delta 19 9
1)elta Tau 9 7
S. A E 9 15
Kappa Sig 5 11
Phi Gam b 22
ignia Phi 4 16
single string, Wasgatt 131
Hirer string. Donoghue 123
Frain single, Phi Mu Delta 4,
40
leans total, Theta Chi 
AVERAGES OF 90 AND
• I Moog hue
Springer  
Wasgatt  
athrop  
I larvey  
MacKenzie
A .•  
Moulton  
Jellison  
Ramsdell
Sutherland
inecney
PHIL BROCKWAY ELECTED
EDITOR OF MAINE-SPRING
At ((Vent meeting of the Contribut-
tors' Club. Philip Brockway was elected
Editor-in-Chief of the Maine-Spring to
fill the vacancy made by George Ankeles
at a recent meeting of the Contributors'
Club. Mr. Brockway has been associate
editor and one of the chief contributors
of the magazine. Mr. Ankeles was forced
to resign because of the point system
rules.
The generous support and interest that
the campus gave to the last issue was
1436
ABOVE as good a literary magazine as any col-
very gratifying to those who gave their
time and effort that Maine might have
lege of her size, the editors said. There
tri will be another issue about February 24.
The copy has not been chosen for this
_ edition as set. and people who have
43 stories. essays. or poetry may drop them
,3 in the campus postoffice or send them to
(43 • Mr. Brockway.
SORORITIES BAR LOW
RANKING CO-EDS
Panhellenic has made a new ruling
the effect that "No fraternity may bid
woman unless that woman has an averat ,
of C for the preceding half semester
The attention of all the freshman worn,-
whose ranks are low is called to tles
mt ,tice.
Eyes
Wild about You, my Valentine
One of the many hundred
on display at
Nichols Drug Store
Orono
 •
SHOW YOUR COLORS
MAINE BANNERS
MAINE PENNANTS
10 cents
to
10 dollars
At The
BOOK STORE
INGRAVED BY JOHN HELD JR
COME TOE YOB NAVE
THE RESISTANCE Orit
"Marvin Murgatroyd, you fiend, I promised myself the
rare pleasure of doing you in with my two bare hands, and
yet ..."
"Choke away, Horace Gillingwater! Any throat protected
by the constant use of OLD GOLDS, the smoother and
better queen-leaf cigarette, im beyond the power of your
feeble strength! There's not a rough in a carload!"
OP Lorillard Co
FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY.. .NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
4 THE MAINE CAMPUS
PHI KAPPA SIGMA HAS
SKATING RINK
The Phi Kappa Sias hate shovved all
ingenuity remarked at by many, in their ,
conterting of a tennis court into a per-
fectly good skating rink. Even the snow
did not keep these ice fiends from enjoy-
ing their daily skate, for the more it
snowed the more they cleared. Hooded
and skated. They went eVell farther no
their craze for this winter sport. When
the shades of evening fell upon their min-
iature rink some enthusiastic soul had not
had his fill of skating. Darkness spoiled
his chances of enjoyment; but nothing
could be left undone in the pursuit of hi-
pleasure. SO a lighting arrangement Nit•
set up. Both by day and night the clink-
ing of steel in the hack of the Phi Kappa
Sig house has made enviiius many a co-ed
who vitoubl much rather be skating than
going to the Strand.
PROF. EVANS ADDRESSES
KAPPA PHI KAPPA
Professor W. S. Evans, of the Civil
Engineering Department of the College
of Technology, addressed the meeting of
Kappa Phi Kappa, national educational
fraternity, held Tuesday evening at the
M.C.A. Building. President Ermo Scott
presided. Professor Evans. in his speech
on -The Curriculum in the College oi
Technology in its Relation to Engineer-
ing-, traced the curriculum of his College
in its relation to vocation educational ,
guidance. A discussion followed. Re-
freshments and smokes were served.
• 
MAINE STUDENTS MAY
ENTER INTERCOLLEGIATE
ORATORICAL CONTEST
Anniwincement has been made that the
sixth annual intercollegiate oratorical
contest, sponsored by the Better America
Federation of California, will be opened
for entries until March 25. Every college
student in America is eligible for compe-
titiiin in this growing nation-wide con-
test. last year there were represented
542 colleges and universities.
Fourteen subjects, all pertaining to the
Constitution of the United States. are
offered. Prizes total $5,000, the first
prize being $1500. Further information
may be obtained from Herschel 1.. Brick-
er. director of debating, University of
Maine.
The following articles ha ‘e been turned
in to the Registrar's office:
1 pair '.,bite gym shoes
2 blue silk umbrellas
1 dark tan slicker
1 Brown Suede Purse
2 pairs of mittens
Several single gliwes
Several pairs of gloves
1 pair white gold glasses
I.:tally's text book "Pour Apprendre a
Parler-
Pitkin's"Ilowto Wri et
Pitkin's "Iloas is, Write Stitries—
To Make Arrangements For Music Night
Professor Adelhert Sprague, director of music at Maine, who is making arrange-
ments f, r Maine "Music Night" to be held at Alunmi Hall on the evening of Feb-
ruary 14
DEAN CLOKE AND PROF.
HILL ATTEND CONVENTION
Dean Paul Cloke and Professor A.
llill cif the College of Technology attend-
ed the mid-winter Convention of the
American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers held last week in New York. Dean
Cloke acted on the committee of Student
Affairs whose chief activity was to con-
sider the question of stressing to the stu-
dents in high school the need for men in
the engineering fields due to the great ex-
pansion in industry.
There were numerous lectures and ses-
sii ins on various phases in the electrical in-
dustry. Professor Hill was the guest of
a group of New York alumni at a lunch-
eon. Dean Cloke was unable to attend be-
cause of the committee meetings.
BOWDOIN SPORTS LOSSES
ARE $2,000
According to an article appearing in
, the llowdoin Orient, the average losses
incurred in athletics are around $2,0410.
i The estimated loss for the current college
year will be $2500, the article claims.
!Since 1925, Bowdoin's largest income
' was in 1926-1927 when $35,506 was taken
in. That year found expenses the heavi-
est, $32,594. The report since 1925:
Total Income Total Expense
1925-26 $27,837.09 $30,093.00
1926-27 35,506.68 32.594.59
1927-28 28240.37 30,917.67
1928-29 32,297.74 29,481.52
1929-30 28,055.00 30,521.00
Patronize Our Advertisers
•
Pioneer Engraving Co.
ce PHOTO
-ENGRAVE RS ilrEP
193 Exchange St. Bangor it)
CONVERTIBLE FOR DESK CONVERTIBLE FOR POCKET
TAKE OFF THE TAPER
PUT ON THE POCKET CAP
LIKE TWO PENS
for the Price of One
—a Pocket Pen for Classroom Notes, and a Desk Pen for Your Room
—Guaranteed for Life!
It you buy a Parker Pocket Duofold you now can
have a Desk Set without buying a second pen. Or if
vou buy a Parker Duofold Desk Set you also now
receive a Duofold Pocket Pen guaranteed for life.
Either may, you save the price of a second pen —$5,
7 or $10, according to the model.
By adding a tapered end, you convert your Duotold
Pocket Pen to a Desk Pen in 10 seconds. By re-
moving the taper and putting on the Pocket Cap
restore it to a Pocket Duofold on leaving office
• home,
o h us every ownerofa Parker
• s ket Pen owns halt a Desk Set.
• ting a Desk Base completes
We n 1V include pen taper
with that.
,••• •SOEY. . p 11.•
F,•••••••rair o•pOIPOO 1641,44 Or rot
• 44o •••••
-1 Mewl Moe l.4o4 1•••••aa.a.
lia,••••••••••116 /•••••• e••••4 /emu
Pencils in mini ii, $3.25 to $5
arxer 
Duofold
And to every buyer of a Parker Desk Set, we now
give a Pocket Cap with Clip. Thus his Desk Pen is
also a Pocket Pen—like 2 Pens for the price of one Set.
Be sure to ask for the Pocket Cap wit h your Desk Set.
Parker's new streamlined Duofold Pens (and Pen-
cils to match) set lower in the pocket than others
because the clip starts at the top—not halfway down
the cap. This smart. balanced shape feels "at home"
in the hand—and writes with our famous 47th
improvement — Pressureless Touch.
Go see this revolutionary
Convertible Duofold at any near-
by pen counter.
THE PARKER PEN CO-/ iii, WI.
Of%cr• SubEdiaries New Tore.Chic•an Atlant•, Buffalo. Dallas. San
Ilfrancliu, Toronto. Can. London, Ent
PIN GUARANTEED P05 LIPS
Co n%e rtib le
.. for Pocket for Drik
$3 $7 $110
PRISM PICTURE SCHEDULE
Prism pictures will be taken in the
armory. If your group will be unable to
be present please notify the Maine Studio.
Jean Campbell at Balentine, or Dick
Page at Sigma Chi.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1930
:00 P.M. Mathematics Club
1:15 P.M. Senior Skulls
1:30 P.M. Pi Beta Phi
1:45 P.M. Chi Omega
2:00 P.M. Pi Pi Kappa
2:15 P.M. Men's Rifle Tealll
2:30 P.M. Xi Sigma Pi
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1930
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
100
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:50
AM.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M
Tau Epsilon Phi
Alpha Omicron Pi
Kappa Psi
Outing Club
Kappa Sigma
Women's Student Gov't.
Y. W. C. A.
Delta Sigma Mu
Alpha Zeta
Phi Kappa
Sophomore Eagles
Sigma Theta Rho
Sodalitas Latina
Campus Board
Kappa Gamma Phi
LIBRARY TO BE KEPT OPEN
FRIDAY EVENINGS
The library will by open on Friday
evenings during the same hours as on
other nights according to a recent an-
nouncement made by President Harold S.
Boardman.
A record will be kept of the numl'a
of students who are in the library on Fri
day evenings to determine whether it
be worth while to continue keeping it opel.
this extra night.
 •
TRY A
Hot Fudge
Maine Bear
up
1 SCREEN
Etull if you'%e ne%rr seen the inside of
a raccoon coat or don't know which end
of a football to kick, you'll give three
cheers for "SO THIS IS COLLEGE",
which is humid to score a field goal when
it shows at the Strand Theatre Friday
and Saturday.
The University of Southern California
had the honor of being chosen as the
background for this 100% talking, sing-
ing and dancing picture. The college
cheering section and some of the promi-
nent members of the campus take an ac-
tive part in the picture.
"Dynamite," Cecil B. DeMille's first
talking production, will play at the Strand
Theatre Monday and Tuesday. This
story by Jeanie MacPherson introduces •i
spectacular coal miner into high society.
and accomplishes a dramatic and exotic
result not unlike, in effect, those achieved
by such earlier productions as "Man-
slaughter" and "Male and Female".
"Dynamite" is a colorful and fascinat-
ing melange of coal mines, wild parties,
Pretty girls, pretty gowns, country clubs,
and state's prisons. It's great entertain-
ment.
If Edith Talbot, '32, and Earle Gowell,
30, will present this page at the box-
office they will receive a free pass to any
performance.
MAINE BOWLERS TO
COMPETE WITH COLBY
A new form of intercollegiate compe-
tition in Maine will be inaugurated Sat-
urday when a bowling team consisting of
men picked from the interfraternity loop
will meet a similar team from Colby.
Asa 1Vasgatt has been elected captain
of the Maine team. The other men who
will roll are Vance Springer, Russell
Lathrop, Stewart Donahue, and "Skeet"
Sullivan.
A return match will be held at %Vater-
ville sometime during the latter part of
the month. If present plans are carried
through, matches will probably be ar-
ranged with Bates and Bowdon' and a
state series formed. A cup would be
awarded annually to the winner.
The match this week will be held at
the Strand Alleys Saturday afternoon at
4:30.
HEADQUARTERS
01:
VALENTINES
MILL I
PARK'S VARIETY
Mill St. +r
*es 
Dance Friday Feb. 14 at the Bangor City Hall( -Ili! FAmous R l ,RD_NIAKERs
Jimmy Cashman
ANL) Ills
Georgian Blue Jackets
KABARET KiTRNIVAL BALL
10 Professional Dancing Beauties
ANNAH TEMPLE PATROL Bangor
•
•••••••••..
Re-
Over the Horizon
JOIE IS IN TNT GENERAL
ILECTEIC MOUE. DROADCAST
RRRRR SATURDAY AT 9 P.M.,
11.T. OR A pocricia-wne
NETWORK
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC
HERE they come—the nucleus of an all-electricmerchant marine. Yesterday, they were a dream.
To-day, they are well over the horizon, linking the ports
of the east and west coasts with fortnightly service. The
goal of the Panama Pacific Line is to build three more
turbine-electric ships, thus enabling weekly New York-
Frisco sailings.
Even now, the three liners, California, Virginia, and
Penns)lrania. constitute the largest fleet of turbine-electric
commercial ships in the world.
Besides propelling these ships, electricity hoists freight,
raises anchors, mans pumps, turns rudders, drives winches,
and warps the vessels into their berths. It lights lamps,
spins fans, operates elevators, cools and cooks food. Its
magic touch is apparent on every deck.
All electric equipment, above and below deck, is a prod-
uct of General Electric.
The planning, production, and distribution of such
equipment has been largely the responsibility of college-
trained men who are working with General Electric and
who have aided in bringing these ships over the horizon,
em41141011
COMPANY. SCHENECTADY. NEW YORK
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Read 'Em
And Weep
"Your hair needs cutting badly, sir,"
the barber.
"No, it doesn't," retorted the college
actor. "It needs to be cut nicely. You
cut it badly last time." '
-Saved by the bell," sighed the heavy
ight as he walked out of class.
illah: Why do you work so hard in
exams?
fllah 2: I'm too nervous to crib.
•
"Let's make whoopee, Ed."
"Too much trouble, Joe, let's buy it."
• • s • • •
heard your party was all wet."
The music got so hot it started the
automatic sprinkler system."
• • • s • s
)id you know:
flog wine is root beer?
Honeymoon is that part of the girl's
life that comes between the lipstick and I
:he broomstick?
flash is the connecting link between
:he vegetable and the animal kingdoms?
Bachelor is a man who has cheated
ane woman out of a divorce?
• s • * • •
• * • • a
Maryland paper: We wish to thank
tacit member of the Queen City Council,
No. 49, for their help in the loss of our
home by fire. H. H. Atkins and family,
Ilaltimiire Pike,
lIv failed to catch the lady's name
When he was introduced
So wit to seem completely numb
Poor Simpkins tried a ruse.
"Your name," he said, "I've often heard
The spelling—let me We.
Which do you use, I wonder now.
or just an
The glance sweet lady turned on him
Made poor Simpkins feel so ill
"I spell it only with an
My last name, sir, is Hill."
• • • • • •
ORIGINAL NARRATIVE
SERIES
by s. Macki Val
Ihlectables from Hystory 17
of Salisbury, a king who ruled so
p„,rly that the barons forced him to sign
the "Intirmatio Cartorum."
Robert Bruce was one of those famous
Bruises who made Scotland safe for
-,.ach.
Saladin was a Viking who came to
Fugland and tried to settle there. He was
a plot of land and tithes. Saladin
tithes were paid to him to keep him out
.; English territory.
AIN'T CULTURE GRAND?
listen to this one found scribbled on a
card in the Library:
"Too many joyrides, too many kisses,
too many cocktails, too many thrills, too
nilich speed—and the result is a nation of
broken hearts, not sentimentally, but
l'IlYsiolofficallY." Which goes to prove
that we have a modern muse amongst us
in them thar' famous words.
to • • • • •
PRETTILY PUT
Professor in Psychology: Mr. Pier-
It, why are you looking at your watch
s- often?
Pierpont ; I was afraid you would not
'axe time to finish your interesting lee-
re.
HEARD IN NEW YORK
: he other day a man dashed into the
.,sand Central Station with only a min-
t', catch the 20th Century Limited.
' made the ticket window in two jumps.
Quick! Give me a round-trip ticket."
Where to?"
Rack here, you fool."
• • • • • •
‘Vhat was that joke about that the
• ri ,i told in class?"
I don't know. He didn't say."
• • • • • •
oerheard at Theta Chi Sunday morn-
Erench: "Say, who's got change for a
nle. I'm taking the matron to church."
Horne. passing by: "Here's a couple
r nickels."
rrench: "Thanks a lot, but I haven't
14- dime now. I'll pay you later."
!tome disgusted) : "Never mind Pay-
- I need the dime had enough, hut
. ber keep in) opinion."
Alilitary Department REHEARSALS UNDERWAYFOR “THE SWAN"
A tentative cast has been chosen 1, ,r
."1I the play to be presented by the Masque
uspects sophomores
Stealing Final Exams
Report Today Says That Re-examination
Schedule For Wednesday Night Will
Not Be Given; Other Exams
Are Taken
Suspecting that a final examination in final were known to several fraternity
in a few months. The Swam is a roman-
tic comedy by Franz Molnar, a famousl
Iltineari.in playwright. The cast includes
nine men and eight women, the majority
\atom are veteran actors and actresses
.• Maine. The title role is to be played
NEW COURSE IN JOURNAL-
ISM TO BE OFFERED
In the spring of 1930 Frederick G. Fas-
sett Jr. will conduct a new course, Eng-
lish 30 or Advanced News Writing, a
two hours' credit course. It will inch, '
s)stettiatic work by schedule on local And
state tapers.
Its members will act as reporters, copy-
readers and head-line writers and will do
sy ia Gould who is Itir°Intsed to tin assignment work here and away. The
pun Mars Soule* Millcdge main purpose is to enable those persons
:ea w ith, Ray mi aid Brailstreet, and A interested in journalism to make a practi-
vt.ssl Levensaler are all to he seen again cal workout of the technical knowledge
in particularly adept roles. Rehearsals I acquired from occasional class lectures_
are already under way and with the new
semester, e‘meentrated w‘.rk will begin. 
NeTwt.les 'riting and 
prerequisites Rweilil,obreti" Eli 23al711 21
, The Mechanics of Editing.
' February 11 at the Methodist
t'hurell in tir,,no the M.C..V Valentine  
party will be held. All freshmen, both 4i 
men and women, are iii, ited. Plenty of
UR and refreshments are promised to
Mt 3 had been stolen the instructor who houses. Another group of students pro- all who attend,
gaye the test searched the person of one cured what they thought to be the final
of the students during the examination examination in elementary psychology,
which was given on January 31 accord- only to learn that instead of the mimeo-
ing to students who were in the class. •
Several members of the class said that graphed sheet which t
hey bought from a
one man in the group sent a note to a student for $2.00 that the final was on a
military officer stating, "just to inform printed form.
you that the exam is out." Men in the At the beginning of the fall semester
class told the Campus that the man who President H. S. Boardman made a rule
sent the note had the final himself. to the effect that instructors were not to
A re-examination in the course had leave examinations in their offices, but
been scheduled for Wednesday evening, it seems that either the instructors failed
but after several students complained it to observe the rule or that the foraging
was decided to postpone the re-examina- student!, rooted out the examinations from
tion pending action of the University another source. The exams were out at
authorities. and a notice on the bulletin ally rate, and they were not only out. but
Wednesday stated that the re-examina- very little attempt was made to conceal
don had been postponed and Thursday it them.
was reported from the Registrar's office Last. spring there were several raids
that the exam will not be given, staged on instructors' offices, but this sea-
That Maine students are going in son the thing seems to be worked out
wholesale for the practice of obtaining systematically. There has not been so
final examinations front instructors' of- much heard about damaged doors and
flees and from other sources was evident
during the past final period when a large
number of final exams were at large on
the campus.
Students were seen passing around mil-
itary finals, and parts of an accounting
CO-EDS HAVE SKATING
RINK
The co-eds hate a skating rink. At last
the kindly University authorities have de-
cided that possibly winter sports are not
too strenuous for women. Hence, die
crew of the University are busy at work
on the Balentine tennis court which will
be tbssled and scraped.
Co-ed: Will you follow a piece of food
thru an earthworm, please?
Doc Young: Well. I prefer not to just
now, but eventually.
•
locks this year, but there seemed to he
more finals than ever floating around.
The attitude taken by students at Maine
timard final examinations seems to be
that "the other fellow will have the final
and therefore, all should try and get it."
Courteous efficient service
at
Shaw's Sanitary
Barber Shop
Specialists in Hair Bobbing
Call at Coburn I lull and try isle
of our Slither bobs
\Ve are open every day
Hockey Supplies
Sticks
Pucks
Shin guards
Gauntlets
For
Winter Sports
Snowshoes
Skis
Skates
Toboggans
Athletic Suppht
Rice & Miller Co.
,t f.
liaNc.oc sl sixi in Broad St. 112 years
• 
Patronage Always Appreciated
The Green Gable Barber Shop
Special Attention to Ladies' Bobbing
Sanitary Methods
Nlaio st irono. Me.
•
Buffum Beauty Shop)17.\-6. i;ER If ..11./Ni,
.111 tp anclies of Culture
Tel. 93 33 Main St.
The Rines Co.
Three-Piece
Tweed and Knitted Sport Suits
Modern spare time diversi.ins: touch
football On fraternity lawns; sun-tan
baths by the Mt. Vermtnites: anti a
nameless game played by the commutors
in the gym each noon hour.
Co-ed: "I don't think I should get
/cm in this exam."
Prof : "I know it, hut it's the lowest
mark there is...
•
W. A. Mosher Co.
yiNt
lelephime 180 3
Safety Razor Blades .35 pkg.
Flashlight Cells .10 ea.
Flashlight Bulbs .10 ea.
New Pencil Flashlight now
on display
A Valentine Day Suggestion
Send lour Potogroph
It expre..e. the •entiment of the a
tzi ft that only v,ai can give.
The Maine Studio
Tel 217-2 Mill St.
 I.
LAND THEATREORONO MAINE
• .oul hang up
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 7-8
-SO THIS IS COLLEGE'
she was the sweetheart of Sigma
hi and all the other fraternities
They loved their .A.Inta Mater
and all her daughters too. New
song hits—collegiate dances—
whoopee
Nlon. & Tues., Feb. 10-11
"DYNAMITE"
idle picture that is breaking at-
, odance records throughout the
...tintry. Excellent entertainment
nuts it.
Wed.. Feb. 12
"THE MARRIAGE PLAY
GROUND"
k Paramount all talking picture
with
Mary Brian and all star cast
Thurs. & Fri., Feb. 13-14
Paramount Presents
Maurice Chevalier.
The King of Hearts.
in
"THE LOVE PARADE"
with Jeanette MacDonald
Spectacular, Witty, Melodious,
Delight ful Entertainment
The Strand has contracted for
cry good picture that will be pro-
duced this year. Wait and see these
Pictures at the Strand.
•
Patronize Our Advertisers
Frontiers of telephony
old and new
Yesterday the natural course of tele-
phone expansion was to penetrate the
nation's frontiers, building new lines and
adding new subscribers.
Today finds many new "frontiers" for
telephone expansion — among them the
homes of present subscribers. Upstairs
and downstairs, wherever n ceded, add i ti on al
telephones are being installed. People are
learning that there is added utility in
corm:lent communication.
This new field of activity was conceived
by commercial development men of the
Bell SN stem. Just another example of for-
ward planning to make telephone service
more valuable.
BELL SYSTEM
111.1110N-U id/ ty.,tr ,p,,t,,-,,fine,ting le/epitomes
"OUR PIONFERING W()RE. IIAS lUST REG!
VIRGIE'S FEBRUARY SALE OF CLOTHING FURNISHINGS
SHOES and HATS STARTS FRIDAY the 7th AND CONTINUES
THRU THE MONTH
6 THE MAINE CAMPUS
Continued from Paw use)
First Compulsory Chapel Held at
Colby; President Urges 'Fair Trial'
For Plan
--~-
"Whatever the final result of this ex-
periment. we should be glad that we hate
tackled a question of great importance in
our common hie and hate substituted for
our laissez-faire method one ..i delibera-
tion and constructite change. Not all
change is progress. but there can be no
progress without change.. It was to be
expected that objection would be felt to
the action that has been taken.
"I am glad that this objection has been
expressed in the Gladiator Column of the
Echo. It would be a most unhappy state
if no one dared, or if the opportunity
were lacking, to once his opposition to
measures taken in matters relating to our
common life. The critics who have ex-
pressed themselves in the Echo base-
aimed their objections not so much at
compulsors chapel as at the action oi the
student Council in making their recom-
inendation in opposition to the vote of
large majority of the students against
compulsory attendance.
"It should be said that the questionnaire
%”te of the students was probably the
result of hurried judgment, while the
council has given long and careful con-
sideration to the question. In an) event,
we should be glad that the council has
de% el, 'poi into a body that deals with
questions of more vital import than fix-
ing the dates if dances and other such in-
nocuous odds and ends and has had the
wisdom and the courage to deal con-
st owns c1 ss ith more fundamental prob-
lems.
-1 hate II, doubt that snoe ynu are
feeling a bit •sire' this morning. ihis
is bad, tor the opening ni a !Iva
wester iitight to be a happy and 11.1-x-ful
oCCAS1..11. Some of you think that your
personal rights have been encroached up-
EVERY BANKING SERVICE
At any office of this bank you will find complete
facilities for handling your
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
II "All 1Viiilll'" bank for all ?Julia.
MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
BELFAST Ri Ksl.oRT I+ X I EH
NI A II A OLP \ .1411
BANGOR, MAINE
Resources Over $19,000,000.00
Men's Pants and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed
We have the largest establishment in this section of the State, equipped
the most modern machinery, and employ skilful and experienced help
We call and deliver. Prompt service.
Our motto is
Quality—Service--Satisfaction
Bangor, Boston and New lurk Dye !louse
BANGOR
Telephone 436W.
This may perhaps be open
Personal rights are not to be thoti,j. • •
lightly, but one who thinks overmuch of
his rights is likely to become peevish and
unhappy. Social progress is being
achieved today by thinking of the com-
mon good and by the willingness to adjust
one's own private and selfish interests to
the larger interests of the group.
"I want to clear the atmosphere a bit
so that any one who feels that he must
be 'sore' may know at what mark to aim
the shafts of his displeasure.
"The faculty as a body had nothing to
do with this change. The matter has
titter been discussed and no action as
been taken by the-in. I am not sure that
they w,ould hate voted their approval. It
is plain that the compulsion extends ti
them, and some of them will have to
change their methods materially.
"The Council failed to fix a schedule
of cuts and to provide penalties for over-
cutting by the faculty. This apparent's'
has been overlooked. The students are
to pay the penalty of reduction of course
credits. An easy analogy suggests a sim-
ilar reduction of salary for delinquent
faculty members.
"Neither is it fair to attach too much
rests bi I - ti the Student Council. I
cannot escape the unhappy feeling that
their action was taken in deference to
vehat they thought was my desire. This
they deny and their denial does them
credit. Those of you who were present
will recall that early in the year I ex-
pressed my disappiintment over the at-
tendance at Chapel and suggested that
the Council take up the question of Mt-
proving the existing condition. At their
invitation I attended one of their meet-
ings and discussed possible means 01 mak-
ing our Chapel serve a larger purpose.
Since that time the Council has carried
,in its own deliberations and has taken the
action tinder which we are now operating.
"If I wished to avoid criticism, I could
make a fairly good claim that the credit
or the blame for the change belongs to
the council. Fairness, however, eittnjoels
me tn state that the credit may Ix- given
WOMEN'S RIFLE TEAM WINS
1 he women's varsity ride squad was
tictorious in their match with the Uni-
versity of Wichita which ended in a final
score of 929-910 for Maine. This week
the team is showing some good competi-
tion with the University of Nebraska.
Front the fifteen chosen women the ten
whose scores are the highest succeed in
making the team for that game. The
following fifteen women have been chosen
to shoot in the Nebraska game.
Dorothy Culley, Capt., Erma Barton,
Helen Sparrow, Dorothy Somers, Janet
Roney. Eunice Copeland, Marjorie Stev-
ens, Marian Avery, Gilberta Wafters,
Erma Gross, Kay Lang, Vitolia Lobikis,
Mania Pooler, Kay Ramey, and Doro-
thy Ross.
The schedule is as follows for week
ending:
Feb. 15, Keene Normal School; Feb. 22,
Cornell; March 1, Mass. Aggies; March
8, Wyoming; and March 15, Maryland.
BANANAS DISAGREES WITH
THE GROUNDHOG
Bananas, the University of Maine's
black bear mascot, who passed up his
hibernation in expectation of a mild win-
ter but was double-crossed by Old Man
Boreas, remained unperturbed today on
the matter of pessimistic ground hog
prophecies. He still has his own ideas
on weather prognostication. In the sea-
son %hen his brethren usually are obliv-
ious to worldly affairs. Bananas is fat
and frisky and giving a lively indication
of the likelihood of an early spring.
to them, that the blame belongs to the
president.
"I have spoken of this as an experi-
ment. and so it must be regarded. The
plan is open to change whenever we be-
come convinced that there is a better
way. I do not think I need to ask you
I" cooperate in every way in an attempt
to make these assemblies contribute to the
best in the life of the college...
PEPTONA
An barigoraling Tonic
FOR IMPROVING YOUR GENERAL HEALTH
At
University Pita rut ey Orono
 •
...on the table
• •
t's
t't 4ilts
KILL
. in a cigarette ifs TASTE /
J UDGE A TREE by its fruit." The endless de-
tail of ageing tobacco, blending anti cross-blend-
ing, the sundard Chesterfuld method, is not
what interests you.
But its "fruit"—keener, spicier aroma, true
mildness with unmistakable tobacco-character" (1474
-
—is just the one thinr, dim smokerscart judge by—
" TA S T E ahoy:: everythirzy
• IVO% bocarr * alms TO•ACCO C n
anamor:*
44,-;
MILD...and
THEY SATISFY
hesterfield
COURSE IN FISH AND GAME
CULTURE SUGGESTED
FOR MAINE
A course in fish and game culture will
be added to the curriculum of the Univer-
sity of Maine if a resolution adopted by
the Pine Tree Fish and Game Association
at a recent meeting is written into the
statute books.
(Continued from l'aqt ()ne
DARTMOUTH WINTER
CARNIVAL TO BE HELD
THIS WEEK-END
pining the epic ot Dartmouth in the past
and enacted on a brilliantly lighted snow
and ice palace. This will be produced
through the cooperation of the Dart-
mouth Players and the varsity and fresh-
man glee dubs. During the last act the
Carnival queen will he chosen from
among the guests of the students to rep-
resent the spirit of Carnival and to rule
as queen of the snows.
At the close of the program the spec-
tators will participate in a moccasin dance
on the ice, an innovation not only to
Dartmouth Carnivals, but also, as far as
is known, to the United States. This
unique form of dancing is held at some
of the Canadian carnivals. Following
the dance there will be general skating
and tobogganing by moonlight. The Out-
ing Club's new clubhouse will extend its
hospitality to guests. Fraternity dances
continuing till dawn will close the fir,'
day of Carnival.
Friday and Saturday will offer an ex-
tensive program of events including a
hockey game, basketball game, swimming
meet, skijoring, the Carnival show (pro-
duced by the Dartmouth Players) and
the biggest social event, the fancy dress
Carnival Ball.
Each year the Outing Club introduces
an elaborate setting for this fantastic,
dance; this year it will represent the col-
orful circus tent in the gay nineties. (hi ,
the campus the students have erected a
huge ice tower modelled after the modem
skyscraper, while the individual fraterni-
ties compete for a cup given to the group
exhibiting the finest pieces of snow and
ice sculpture. Each Carnival has found
the competition very keen for this trophy
with some weird designs offered.
The work toward this program start,
in October and lasts until the final day of
Carnival, February 8. The executive
body of the Outing Club, known as Cabin
and Trail, calls for volunteers from the
undergraduate body about 1700 of whom
are members of the club. Unlike most
college social affairs, the whole program
is run on a non-profiting basis as all work
i(4ittlriu ee.Outing Club is purely of volunteer
Books .'. Stationery
Office Supplies
Underwood Portable
Typewriters
Dillingham's
BANGOR, MAINE
Bowl For Health
Ii Sirand Alleys
Sfeeial .411eys for Ladies
BETA AND PHI GAM HEAD
INTERFRAT LOOP
With the close of examinations. Intr.,-
Mural basketball is back in the limelight
once more. Competition is becoming
keener as the climatic period of play-offs
draws near. Several clubs have received
new players with the opening of the nett
semester while some valued baskocer.
have taken the homeward path.
The comparative strength of the tot -
test still seems to rest in the Northern
League. Alpha Tau Omega and Phi
Gamma Delta seem to be the only threat-
of the Southern aggregation.
Beta Theta Pi still leads the Northern
aggregation with Kappa Sigma second
and S. A. E. and Phi Eta Kappa looking
formidable.
Monday night the melee opened aneis
when Kappa Sigma walloped Sigma Nu
in a battle that ended 35-20 in favor of
the former. Lambda Chi Alpha also took
a drubbing from Alpha Tau Omega, 47-
12.
Phi Mu Delta stopped Sigma Chi
Tuesday night in a runaway mixup where
the orange and black whipped their op-
ponents 32-12.
The upset of the week came Wednes-
day when the Dormitory Council with a
bevy of new hoopsters, romped away
front Delta Tau Delta 17-7, in as fast
and skilfully played a game as rooters
could wish for.
MAINE ON SHORT END AT
K. C. GAMES
Failure to get going cost the mile relit:,
team a race with Northeastern Univer-
sity in the annual K. of C. games Satur-
day. The time, however, was the second
fastest of the entire meet.
Harry Richardson placed third in the
Leo Larrince Special two mile run. It
was won by the Polish distance star.
Pietkiewicz, who was making his debut
in this country.
In the mile run Lindsay placed fifth
against a strong field.
This is the first indoor meet of the
year and the indoor track squad should
be in fighting trim for the B.A.A. games
only a fett necks away.
((ofirinued from Page One)
FRESHMAN FIVE DEFEATS
KENTS HILL 30-27
Suniniar :
FROSH
F l't,
Hallgren, rf 2 4
Rontansky, rf
MacMichael. If 3 1 7
Pearlmutter, If 2 1 5
lksmond, c 1 2
NIac.Michael, rg 3 (.
2 3
K EN TS HILL
G F Pi,
Gramm rf 2 2 6
Holden, If
Spaul. c 2 4
Davis. c 2 1 5
Mac Donnell, rg
%Vim:man, rg 3 3 9
Maybury. 1g
.1,4111,4(011, Ig 2
Time 2 10s and 2 8.,
Hall, 1g
(Cornittued from Page One)
Dean Marriner of Colby College Is
Chapel Speaker
that it I. up to college men to solve thi
problems which have arisen in the auto-
mobile industry from the great increase
in consolidation of companies. stating
that they already play a very important
part in the Insurance business. Dean
Marritier said, "It matters little what
courses you take in college in the pur-
suit of culture". He defined culture as
"what you have left after you have for-
gotten all you deliberately set out to
leant". ''And there is always something
left". he said. The dean presented two
facts which he made emphatic to college
students, first, the increasing necessity
for ati early choice about life vocation
and second, the high correlation between
marks in college and success in business.
He finished his talk by again repeat-
ing that "business does want colleg.
men''.
DANCE PROGRAMS
BACON PRINTING COMPANY
Producers of Fine Printing
BANGOR, MAINE
•
 1• 
L. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed
jobbing
Tel. 77
Andrews Music House Co.
I leadquarters torFINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDL, _.! CROSS-BLENDED PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTROLAS, RECORDS, RADIO
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